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Talk about just some of the features of DX12 that are most relevant to technical computing or compute-
scenarios.
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Compute shaders are not just another stage in the pipeline
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Games start with reality (very complex) and reduce it to an array of pixels
From unstructured (CPU) to data-parallel on GPU.
Compute shaders are a nice intermediate step in this pipeline.
Effectively enables an interim level of processing (not fully pointer chasing, but not burdened with graphics-
specific semantics).
Ask: Why don’t you just condition all the data beforehand (compile time).

Because it’s a game, we don’t know what data is going to be needed in a given frame.
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Maps to a kind of offline auto-tuning.
Used by Valve’s Source engine
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Branching performance is a fundamental characteristic of data-parallel processors.
Some are attempting this on a per warp/wavefront basis now too, although this is difficult with DX due to 
absence of warp-level operations.
Visualizing workgroups on the dataset is helpful, or at least stats on where the divergence is happening.
Used by DICE’s FrostBite engine in Battlefield 3 and later.
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Evolution of DirectX releases and key features of each version
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Classic example of synchronization
DX11 forcibly serializes accesses on resource boundaries.  Even in compute tasks.
This is overkill if you know you aren’t writing to the same areas of that resource.
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These are the innovations in DX12 that are relevant to Compute-related workloads
This is the outline of the rest of the talk.
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In Earlier APIs, memory was virtualized.  A 1GB video card would fill up and we would swap resource objects 
back to system memory using an LRU policy
You couldn’t really know how much memory was actually present.

In DX12, Resources can now be allocated easily within these heaps and changed in-place or dynamically to
different types with no overhead

(the driver and kernel aren’t even aware of these changes).

Old model of DirectX was that app would specify expected usage of a resource, then the OS would define 
appropriate cache policies (write combine, writeback, etc).  Now these map directly to those cache policies, 
they are basically just shortcuts for specifying the memory type yourself.  Another example of a lower-level 
API abstraction.
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No need to reset entire set of bindings for a few high-frequency descriptor changes
Like a function call for the PSO
Pass Values and Pointers
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Analog of function signature and function call arguments
The ( argc, argv[] ) for your GPU code
main( int argc, char *argv[] ) {};
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Before now, this sort of image pixel format conversion was considered part of the graphics use case for the 
chip.
and was absent from the data i/o pathways used in compute tasks.  That has been fixed.

Float, signed, unsigned, and unorm variants of all the 4-channel and single-channel pixel formats are options.
Should improve performance substantially vs writing your own pack/unpack code.
Some implementations will support many more than this, but this is the guaranteed set for DX12 devices.
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Spreading out this notification lets the implementation distribute work across time to avoid a sudden glitch
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DX11 model was that the GPU was a single monolithic core.
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But in reality, there are other components on there like the encoders and decoder and the display scan-out 
engines, etc.
DX12 enables this
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Extract all the parallelism out of the hardware that’s available
Why do we have these nested? Because that’s how the hardware actually works:
Really the 3D engine can do anything.  It can do compute tasks and also the highest bandwidth copy tasks.
A compute queue is just using the 3D engine when you know you can power down the graphics-specific 
portions of that core.
A copy queue can be done on a separate blitter core aka DMA engine.
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This shows how the model is even expressed in the tools.
You can see that the GPU engines (3D, and Copy) are peers to the CPU cores in the model.
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Mandlebrot
This laptop gets 37% speedup by pushing the copy task on to a separate queue.

which means a cheaper core is now the one blocked on PCIe bandwidth, and the ALUs can go full rate.
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Much like everything else in DirectX, we’ve abstracted the nuances of all the hardware and enabled this 
feature on every 12 GPU
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Total CPU time
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Most New Hardware Features are more interesting for graphics-related workloads
ROVs enable spatial random access, but temporal serialization.

Useful when starting from a graphcis tasks and writing to a general datastructure (UAB)
E.g. for when you sort input triangles beforehand and want to retain that, or other algorithms 

where order matters.
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VS 2015

Unified CPU, GPU, System profiling and debugging tool for the Universal App Platform and full breadth 
of Windows devices

3/31/2015
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Side by side windows for HLSL source code and shader compiler output
Edit shader code and apply changes to the log file to view impacts
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GPGPU was not the main focus of DX12, yet there are several that massively improve the DirectCompute 
capabilities and performance
Support for multi-GPU, and for VR/Stereo.
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